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A NOTE ON k-SEMISTRATIFIABLE SP ACES 

By Jin Ho Kwak 

1. Introduction 

In [1] , D. J. Lutzer introduced k-semistratifiable spaces which lies between the 
class of stratifiable spaces and the class of semi-stratifiable spaces. And he proved 
that a semimetrizable spaces is stratifiable if and only if it is k-semistratifiable. 

In this paper, it is shown that (a) the union of two closed k-semistratifiable 

spaces is k-semistratifiable. (b) a strong Fréchet k-semistratifiable space is strati

fiable, (c) the image of a k-semistratifiable space under a pseudo-open k-mapping 
is k-semistratifiable, (d) the image of a k-semistratifiable space under a pseudo

open compact mapping is semi-stratifiable, (e) a regular strong Fréchet space 

which has a l1-closure preserving cs-network is stratifiable. 
Most terms which are not defined in this paper are used in Dugundji [4] , all 

spaces are T1, a mapping is a continuous surjection, and the set of natural num

bers is donoted by N. 

2. Definitions and elernentary properties 

FoIlowing definitions are well known (cf. [1] , [2]). 

DEFINITION 2.1. [1]. A topological space X is a stratifiable space if, to each 
。。

open set UCX. one can assign a sequence {Un}n:1 ofopen subsets of X such that 

(a) VnCU 

(b) U UM=U 
n=l ,. 

(c) UnCVn whenever UCV. 

This correspondence U→{Un}ζ1 is called a stratzjication for the space X. 

DEFINITION 2.2. [1]. A topological space X is a semi-stratifiable space if, to 

each open set UCX, one can assign a s며uence {Un}룹 of closed subsets of 

X such that 
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This correspondence U• {Uη} ζ1 is called a semi-stratification for the space X. 

DEFINITION 2. 3. [1]. A k-seη상straUfication of the space X is a semi-strati

fication U• {Un} ζ1 for the space X such that given any compact subset K with 

KCU. there is a natural number n with KCUn• 

A space is k-semistratifiable if and only if there exists a k-semistratification 
for the space. 

D. J. Lutzer showed. in [1]. that stratifiable spaces are k-semistratifiable and 

k-semistratifiable spaces are semi-stratifiable. but these implications cannot be 

reversed. 

M. Henry. in [2]. obtained the following 

LEMMA 2.4. A space X is stratifiable (semi-stratifiable) if and only if to each 
00 

closed sμbset FCX one can assign a seqμence {Un} n:l of open subsets of X sμch 

that 

(a) FCUn for each κ 

(b) n.Un=F 
n=l 

(n‘ U”=F) 
n=l 

(c) U •• CV n whenever UCV. 

A correspondence F• {Un} ~응1 is a dual strat쩌:catt'on (semz"-stratijz'ca#on) for 

the space X whenever it satisfies the three conditions of Lemma 2. 4. 

We may state the following Lemma 2. 5. for similar reasons. 

LEMMA 2. 5. A sψace X is k-semistratifiable if and only zj to each closed set 
。。

FCX. one can assign a seqμence {U n} n:l of open subsets of X sμch that 

(a) n U“ =F 
n=l ,. 

(b) UηCVn μIhenever UCV 

(c) if FnK=rþ with K compact in X. 

U’‘nK=rþ. 

then there is an open set U n wit /z 

A correspondence F • {Un} n며 is a dual k-semz"stra#jz'cation for ihe space X 

whenever it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. 5. 

Certainly. we may suppose that any stratification (semi"stratification. k-semi-
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stratification) U• {Un} of X is increasing, i. e. UuζU n+1 for each nεN， 

therefore any dual stratification (dual semi-stratification, dual k-semistratification) 
F • {Un} of X is decreasing, i.e. Un그Un+ 1 for each nεN. 

LEMMA 2. 6. [1] • S째Iþose X has a semi셈raUficaUon U• {Un} ζ1 wz'th the 

prope:γty that if U is open X and PEU, then PElnt(Un) for some nεN. Then X 

is strat짜rable. 

3. Main theorems 

For this section, we consider the following terminologies. A mapping f:X• Y 

is pseud o-open [2] if for each yεY and any neighborhood U of f-1 (y), it follows 

that yεInt rf(U)]. A mapping f:X • Y is compact [2] if f -l(y) is compact for 

each yεY， and f is a k-maPPing if f-1(K) is a compact set in X whenever K 

is a compact set in Y. 

A k-network in a space [3] is a collection of subsets .!T such that given any 
compact subset K and any open set U containing K , there is a Fε;r such that 

KCFζU. A cs-network [3] is a collection of subsets ‘윷 such that given any 

convergent sequence Xn• X and any open set U containing x, there is an Fε룻 

and a positive integer m such that {x} U {x
ll 

: n는m} CFCU. Note that any 

k-network is a cs-network. 

A space X is strong Fréchet [5] if whenever {An} ζ1 is a decreasing sequence 

of sets in X and x is a point which is in the closure of each An' then for each 

%εN there exists an XnεAn such that the sequence Xn• x. Clearly, any first 

countable space is strong Fréchet. 

THEOREM 3.1. lf X , Y are closed (낌 the μnion) k-semistratifiable spaces, then 

XUY is k-semistraUjz"able. 

PROOF. Let U be open in XUY. Then u=(xnu)u cYnU), and XnU, ynU 

is open in X , Y respectively. Set un=(XnUμu(YnUι， for each nεN， where 

XnU• (XnU)n ’ ynU• (ynU)n is an increasing k-semistratification for the 

space X , Y respectively. Then it is easily shown that the correspondence 

U• {UJ ”엄1 is a k-semistratification for XUY. 

THEOREM 3.2. A strong Fréchet k-semistraUfiable space is stratijz"able 

PROOF. Let U be an open set in strong Fréchet k-semistratifiable space X and let 
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u · {Un} ζ1 is an increasing k-semistratification for the space X , and pεu. 

Assume that pεX-Int(Un)=호=따 for each εN. Since X is strong Fréchet, 

there exists an xnEX - U n such that the sequence Xn-ψ. Furthermore, we may 

assume that each point Xn is in the open set U. Thus {Xn : nEN} U {p} is a compact 

subset of U. Therefore, there exists a positive integer m such that {Xn : nεN} U {P} 

CU n for each n늘m， which is contradict to choicing Xn. Thus, by Lemma 2. 
6. , X is stratifiable. 

Using an analogue to proof of Theorem 2.3. in [2] , the following Theorem 
3. 3. and 3. 4. may be proved. 

THEOREM 3. 3. 1f X is k-seη강st1’atifiable and f: X • Y is a pseudo-open k

ηzapping， then Y z's k-semistratifiable. 

PROOF. If FCY be a closed, then f- 1CF) is closed in X. For each closed set 

F of Y and each natural number n, let F n = Int [fCJ一 lCF\)] ， where f- 1CF)• 

f-1CF)η is a dual k-semistratification for X. We will show that the correspondence 

F • {Fn} is a dual k-semistratification for Y. Since f-1CF)ζj-\F)n for each 

nEN, f-1CF)η is an open neighborhood of f-l (y) for each yεF， and f is a pseu

do-open mapping, therefore, we have Fc:nInt If(f l(F) )] = n F • For the re-
n=l n ’‘= 

verse direction, assume z풍F. Then f- 1Cz)nf-
1
CF)=cþ with f-1 CZ) compact in X , 

and therefore there exists a natural number 1Z such that f- 1
Cz)nf-

1
CF)n=CÞ. Then 

zgE Fn for some %· Consequent1y, we have F= nF • Next, if F and G are dosed 
n=l n 

subsets of Y such that FCG, then clearly Int [fCJ-
1
CF)n)] Clnt [fCr\G)η)]. 

Finally, let KnF=cþ in Y with K compact and F closed in Y. Then f-1 CK) n 

f- 1CF)=cþ, f- 1CK) is compact and f-1 CF) is closed in X. Hence, f-1 (IOn 

f-
1
CF)’‘=cþ for some n. Therefore, Knlnt [fCJ-\F)η)] =cþ. By Lemma 2.5. , Y 

is k-semistratifiable. 

By a minor change of the proof of Theorem 3.3. , we have. the 

THEOREM 3.4. 1f f: X • Y is a pseudo-open compact maPPing and X is k-seηzz-

stratifiable, then Y is seηzi-stratifiable. 

Therefore, we have the Theorem 2.3. in [2] as Corollary. 

COROLLARY 3.5. The iηzage of a strαtifiable space under a pseudo-open coηψact 
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mapping is semi-stra#fiable. 

THEOREM 3. 6. A regμlar strong Fréchet space μIhz'ch has a q-closμ7e jhreseypj%g 

cs-network is stratzjiable 

PROOF. Let .!T = 니.!T(n) be a q-closure preserving cs-network for the regular 

space X. By the Theorem 3.2.. it is sufficient to prove that the space X is k

semistratifiable. And. since X is regular, we may assume that ‘7"'(n)ζ3’(n+1) 

for each nεN. and that .!T is a collection of closed subsets of X. For an open 

set U and for each εN， let Un= U {FCU : Fε.!T(n)}. Then U→ {Un} ζl is 

a k-semistratification for X. lndeed, suppose KζU with K compact and U open 

in X and K - U n -:j; rþ for each nεN. We choose XnεK - U'l. Then, since K is 

compact, {Xχ} has an accumuIation point x. Let A”= {깐 : i늘n} for each nεN， 

then A'l is a decreasing sequence and xεA" for each íZεN. Therefore there exists 

a 와εAx such that the sequence 와 converge to x. Hence. there exists a positive 

integer m and Fε7"' such that {와 : n는m} U {x} ζFCU. Let Fε~(no). Then 

fPn: n르m} CUi for each i는no， which is contradict to choicing Xn• The remain 

part is clear. 

With the aid of Theorem 3. 1. of [6] , we have the following 

COROLLARY 3.7. A regμlar first countable space μψ:ch has a q-closure 양%serzlZ.%g 

cs-network is a Nagata space. 

A regular space which has a q-Iocally finite k-network is called an ~-space 

[1]. 

COROLLARY 3.8. A strong Fréchet ~-space z's stratifiable. 

Kyungpook University 
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